The space time fractional modified regularized long wave equation is a model equation to the gravitational water waves in the long-wave occupancy, shallow waters waves in coastal seas, the hydro-magnetic waves in cold plasma, the phonetic waves in dissident quartz and phonetic gravitational waves in contractible liquids. In nonlinear science and engineering, the mentioned equation is applied to analyze the one way tract of long waves in seas and harbors. In this study, the closed form traveling wave solutions to the above equation are evaluated due to conformable fractional derivatives through double (G'⁄G,1⁄G)-expansion method and the Exp-function method. The existence of chain rule and the derivative of composite function permit the nonlinear fractional differential equations (NLFDEs) converted into ODEs using wave transformation. The obtain solutions are very much effective to analyze the gravitational water waves in the long-wave occupancy, shallow waters waves in coastal seas, one way tract of long waves in seas and harbors. These two methods are efficient, convenient, and computationally attractive.
Introduction
Fractional calculus and hence the fractional order nonlinear partial differential equations have drown the great attention to many researchers for their importance to depict the inner mechanisms of the nature of real world. The fractional order differential equations are broadly used as generalizations of conventional differential equations with integral order to explain different intricate phenomena in numerous fields including the diffusion of biological populations, the signal processing, plasma physics, optical fiber, chemical kinematics, solid state physics, electric circuit, fluid flow, control theory and other areas [1e6] . The fractional order models perform various scale, namely, nanoscale, microscale, mesoscale and macroscale. The human body extremely prepared poly-layer part is especially competent model system for employing fractional calculus. Thus, the exploration of exact solutions to NLFDEs is becoming the key interest to the researchers and plays substantial role in nonlinear science. As a result, various methods have been established for searching the exact solution to NLFDEs, for example, the Adomian's decomposition method [7e9], the differential transformation method [10, 11] , the variational iteration method [12e14], the homotopy analysis method [15, 16] , the homotopy perturbation method [17, 18] , the finite element method [19] , the ðG 0 =GÞ -expansion method [20e24] , the expfunction method [25e27], the fractional sub-equation method [28e30], the first integral method [31, 32] , the double ðG 0 =G; 1=GÞ -expansion method [33e35] and many more.
The suggested equation is a model equation to the gravity water waves, shallow waters waves in coastal seas, the hydro-magnetic waves in cold plasma and phonetic gravitational waves in contractible liquids. The above mentioned equation has been investigated for its exact analytic solutions through the improved Riccati expansion method [36] . Kaplan et al. [37] also has recently constructed exact solutions to the same equation by means of the MSE method. To our comprehension, the suggested equation has not been studied through the double ðG 0 =G ; 1=GÞ -expansion method and Exp-function method. So, the goal of this study is to establish some fresh and further general exact solutions to above mentioned equation using the double ðG 0 =G; 1=GÞ -expansion method and Expfunction method.
The remaining part of the article is scheduled as: In section 2, we have introduced the definition and preliminaries, in section 3, the double ðG 0 =G; 1=GÞ -expansion method and the Exp-function method have been described. In section 4, we have established the exact solution to the suggested equation by above mentioned methods. In section 5, we have exposed the graphical representation and discussion and also in section 6, comparisons of results have been drawn. In lattermost part the conclusions are given.
Definition and preliminaries
Suppose f : ½0; ∞/ℝ, be a function. The a -order "conformable derivative'' of f is stated as [38] : In addition, if f is differentiable, then T a ðf ÞðtÞ ¼ t 1Àadf dt . Some more properties including the chain rule, Gronwall's inequality, some integration techniques, Laplace transform, Tailor series expansion and exponential function with respect to the conformable fractional derivative are explained in Ref. [38] .
Theorem 2. Let f be an a-differentiable function in conformable differentiable and suppose that g is also differentiable and defined in the range of f . Then T a ðf +gÞðtÞ ¼ t 1Àa g 0 ðtÞf g ðtÞ: ð2:2Þ
Outline of the methods
In this part, we discuss the principal part of proposed methods to examine exact traveling wave solutions to the NLFDEs. Supposed the general NLFDE is as form
ð3:1Þ
here u represents an unidentified function of spatial derivative x and temporal derivative tand Prepresents a polynomial of uðx; tÞ and its derivatives in which the maximum order of derivatives and nonlinear terms of the maximum order are associated. Consider the wave transformation Thus, it provides
The solutions to Eq. (3.4) depend on las l < 0; l > 0 and l ¼ 0.
When l < 0, the general solution to Eq. (3.4) is
ð3:7Þ
In view of that, we obtain
. If l > 0, the solution to (3.4) as follows:
As a result, we attain
10Þ
Therefore, we find
where A 1 and A 2 are arbitrary constants.
Step 1: Consider the solution to (3.3) have been revealed as a polynomial inf and j of the prescribe type:
Where ina i ,b i are constants can be evaluated afterword.
Step 2: Balancing the maximum number of derivatives in linear and nonlinear terms appearing in Eq. (3.3) fixed the positive integerN.
Step 3: Setting (3.13) into (3.3) together with (3.6) and (3.8) it reduces to a polynomial in f and j, where degree of j is single. Comparing the like terms of polynomial to zero gives an arrangement of algebraic equations that is probed by utilizing computational software yields the values of a i ; b i ; m; A 1 ; A 2 and l where l < 0, which provide hyperbolic function solutions.
Step 4: Likewise, we inspect the values of a i ; b i ; m; A 1 ; A 2 and l when l > 0 and l ¼ 0, yield the trigonometric and rational solutions separately.
The Exp-function method
In this subsection, the principal parts of the Expfunction technique are portrayed for searching the traveling wave solution to the NLFDEs.
Step 1: As indicated by the Exp-function technique, the arrangement is to be communicated in the shape uðxÞ ¼ P d n¼Àc p n expðnxÞ P q m¼Àp q m expðmxÞ ; ð3:14Þ where c; d; p and q are unknown positive integer which can be evaluated afterwards and p n ,q m are unidentified constants.
Step 2: We balance the maximum order nonlinear term and the linear term of maximum order in (3.3) and substitute (3.14) into (3.3) evaluated c and p, and the balance of lowest order linear and nonlinear terms yield the values of d and q.
Step 3: Substitute (3.14) into (3.3) and compare expðnxÞ to zero, acquire an arrangement of set of equations for p n , q m , c and k. Then, unravel the set along with the guide of computer software like Maple to decide the constants.
Step 4: Substituting the values showed up in Step 3 into (3.14), we get exact solutions to the NLFDEs in (3.1).
Formulation of the solutions
In this part, we search further comprehensive analytic wave solutions for desired equation by means of above suggested methods. Let us assume that the regularized long wave equation is as follows:
wheret; h; v are arbitrary constants. This equation was first inferred by Benjamin et al. [39] in 1972 to assign estimation for surface long waves in oceans and harbor. It is regarded as the variant to the KdV equation which exhibited to oversee a substantial number, for example, shallow waters and plasma waves in beach front oceans. It is competent to search the scientific model of gravitational water waves in the long-wave occupancy, the phonetic waves in dissident quartz, the hydro-magnetic waves in chill plasma and phonetic gravitational waves in contractible liquids. For Eq. (4.1), we recommend the subsequent transformation 
Inserting the on top of values into (4.5), we find the solution to Eq. (4.1) in the form:
Since A 1 and A 2 are basic constants, one might chose self-assertively theirs values.
ð4:6Þ
Hence by setting
, we find the solitary wave solution
ð4:7Þ c and k and solving these equations, we get the following results:
The substitution of these outcomes in Eq. (4.5) possesses the following expression for the general solution of Eq. (4.1):
If the unknown parameters are assigned as A 1 ¼ 0 A 2 s0 (or A 1 s0, A 2 ¼ 0) and m ¼ 0 in Eq. (4.9), we acquire the solitary wave solution Case 3. In the alike approach when l ¼ 0, using Eqs. (4.5) and (4.4) along with(3.6) and (3.12), we will achieve a set of mathematical equations, whose solutions are 
: ð4:10Þ It is superb to see that the voyaging wave solutions u 1 1 -u 1 7 of our desired equation are extensively new and general. These gained solutions have not been recorded in the former study. These solutions are convenient to designate the gravitational water waves in the longwave occupancy, the phonetic waves in dissident quartz and phonetic gravitational waves in contractible liquid.
Solution by the Exp-function method
Considering the homogeneous equivalence the solution of Eq. (3.14) takes the form:
Substituting Eq. (4.13) into (4.4), leads a equation in expðnxÞ, where n is any whole number. Inserting each coefficient of this equation to zero, yields a cluster of mathematical equations (For straightforwardness we discarded here) for p i 's, q i 's and u.Solving this mathematical equations by computer algebra like Maple provides the results: q .
In perspective of the above outcomes, we acquire the following generalized solitary wave solutions for h ¼ À 1.
ð4:15Þ
ð4:16Þ 
ð4:14Þ
ð4:17Þ 
ð4:27Þ
ð4:28Þ
t a a
ÁÃ : ð4:21Þ
It is notable to comprehend that the voyaging wave solutions (4.22)e(4.28) of the suggested equation are new and especially essential on the grounds that these solutions were not founded in the earlier investigations. This diffusion equation is significant in various physical phenomena. It is inferred to assign a guess for the gravitational water waves in the long-wave occupancy, the phonetic waves in dissident quartz and the hydromagnetic waves in cool plasma.
Graphical representation and discussion
In this section, the graphical representation and discussion to the obtained solutions of NLFDE over suggested equations are depicted. Solutions u 1 2 ðx; tÞ, u 2 10 ðx; tÞ,u 2 12 ðx; tÞ and u 2 14 ðx; tÞ represents kink type. Kink waves are one kind of traveling waves which rise from one asymptotic state to another. Fig. 1 represent the nature of the kink type solution of u 1 2 ðx; tÞ. The nature of the shape of solution u 1 2 ðx; tÞ is analogous to the figure of solution u 2 10 ðx; tÞ, u 2 12 ðx; tÞand u 2 14 ðx; tÞtherefore for simplicity the nature of these solutions are excluded here. The solutions u 1 6 ðx; tÞ, u 2 11 ðx; tÞand u 2 15 ðx; tÞ obtained in this study are the single solitons solutions. Fig. 2 shows the nature of the exact singular solitons solution of u 1 6 ðx; tÞ of the general time fractional regularized long wave equation. The shape of solutionsu 2 11 ðx; tÞ and u 2 15 ðx; tÞ is analogous to the shape of solutionu 1 6 ðx;tÞ, consequently for convenience these solutions are omitted here. Solutionsu 1 3 ðx; tÞu 1 5 ðx; tÞ and u 2 13 ðx; tÞ denote the exact periodic traveling wave solutions. Periodic solutions are traveling wave solutions which are periodic. Fig. 3 indicate the nature of the spike solution of u 1 3 ðx;tÞ. The figure of solutionsu 1 5 ðx; tÞand u 2 13 ðx; tÞ is eliminated here for minimalism. In the end, the solutions u 1 7 ðx; tÞrepresents the singular kink type. Fig. 4 denotes the exact singular kink type solution of u 1 7 ðx; tÞ.
Comparison of results
It is remarkable to observe that some of the obtained solutions demonstrate good similarity with earlier established solutions. A comparison between AbdelSalam and Gumma [36] solutions and our obtained solutions is presented in Tables 1 and 2 .
The hyperbolic function solutions referred to the above Table is similar and if we set definite values of the arbitrary constants they are identical. It is substantial to understand that the traveling wave 
Conclusion
In this study, we have obtained some fresh and further general traveling wave solutions to the NLFDE, the fractional modified regularized long wave equation. The achieved solutions and their advantages are listed below:
The achieved solutions for this equation are competent to examine the scientific model of gravity water waves in shallow water. It is capable to investigate plasma waves in seaside oceans and break down the unidirectional spread of long waves in oceans and harbor. Additionally, the solutions is capable to clarify diverse physical incident, for example, the hydromagnetic waves in cold plasma, the phonetic waves in dissident quartz and phonetic gravitational waves in contractible liquid.
The strength of the double ðG 0 =G; 1=GÞ-expansion and the Exp-function methods are predictable, Table 2 Comparison between Abdel-Salam and Gumma solution and our solution by Exp-function method.
Abdel-Salam and Gumma [36] Obtained solutions 
